Radiometric dating
Particularly carbon dating

• Some isotopes are unstable
• Their nuclei decay randomly – the
decay rate λ varies between different
isotopes
• The decay curve is an exponential
series
• Propensity to decay often measured
by half-life t1/2 – the time for half of
the nuclei originally present at one
point of time, to decay

• Ernest Rutherford first realized the potential – but
curiously he never formally published it
• Bertram Borden Boltwood established that lead
was the final decay product of uranium, noted that
the lead-uranium ratio was greater in older rocks
and, acting on a suggestion by Ernest Rutherford,
was the first to measure the age of rocks by
the decay of uranium to lead, in 1907. He got results
of ages of 400 to 2200 million years, the first
successful use of radioactive decay by Pb/U
chemical dating (isotopes not discovered yet).
• C.F modern estimate 4.5 B years

Parents
Daughters

Uranium Series – much more
complicated than was known in 1907

• Radioactive nuclei (Parents) decrease
exponentially in number
• Radiation likewise decreases exponentially
• Daughter substances increase through time
• To use for dating need to know:

• The half-life
• The original concentration of the parent
radioactive isotope
• The current concentration of the parent isotope

• Original concentrations can be found from
daughter substance concentrations – but …
• Current concentration can be found by direct
methods such as mass spectrometry or
counting disintegrations – but …

Uranium-lead dating method
involves using Uranium-235 or Uranium-238 to date a substance's absolute age. One of its great advantages is
that any sample provides two clocks, one based on uranium-235's decay to lead-207 with a half-life of about 700
million years, and one based on uranium-238's decay to lead-206 with a half-life of about 4.5 billion years.
Samarium-neodymium dating method
This involves the alpha-decay of 147Sm to 143Nd with a half-life of 1.06 x 1011 years.
Potassium-argon dating method
This involves electron capture or positron decay of potassium-40 to argon-40. Potassium-40 has a half-life of 1.3
billion years, and so this method is applicable to the oldest rocks.
Rubidium-strontium dating method
This is based on the beta decay of rubidium-87 to strontium-87, with a half-life of 50 billion years.
Uranium-thorium dating method
A relatively short-range dating technique is based on the decay of uranium-234 into thorium-230, a substance
with a half-life of about 80,000 years.
Radiocarbon dating
- is also called Carbon-14 dating. Carbon-14 is a radioactive isotope of carbon, with a half-life of 5,730 years.

• These are only a few of the unstable isotopes
that have been used for dating
• The longer the half life the further back in time
a method can be used.
• Other forms of dating exist as well
• One variety is fission track dating where flaws
in a crystalline or glass solid can be etched
which reveal past disintegrations of U isotopes,
so the sum of disintegrations since it was
formed are revealed.
• Thermoluminescence dating – where radiation
over time creates “trapped” electrons in solids
which can be released by reheating with
resulting photon emission. The longer the time
the more photons. To get to a date the
radiation dose rate for the sample location
needs to be measured. Often used for detecting
fake ceramics.

Fission Tracks

Radiocarbon Dating

Radiocarbon Dating

• Three natural Carbon isotopes C12 (stable), C13
(stable), C14 - decays
• C14 produced by solar and other cosmic radiation
generating neutrons in the upper atmosphere which
react with atmospheric Nitrogen to produce C14

• Libby assumed C14 production rate was constant –
hence the original concentration was known.
• Decay
• Daughter N is not retained in most materials and is of
no use in determining original C14 level for dating
• Libby who developed the method produced initial
results that were very exciting to archaeologists and
geologists. Awarded 1960 Nobel Prize for Chemistry

Refinements and problems

• Change in the half-life estimate from Libby estimate
of 5568 years to 5730 years (newer – better) but
reporting is calculated on 5568
• Effects of fractionation - chemical processes bias
the concentration of heavier v. lighter carbon atoms
– fortunately any fractionation of C14 must be twice
that observed for C13 so C12/C13 ratios are
routinely measured for samples and the C14
concentration measured corrected for fractionation
at twice the C13 level of departure from its standard
level
• Reservoir effects – if not dating something that got
its carbon directly from the atmosphere – what
modern standard to apply?
• Bomb carbon – Atmospheric testing massively
increased the C14 in the atmosphere – Panic that
the method was ruined by sample contamination!
• Industrial effect – apparent that fossil carbon
burning (with no C14) had depleted the modern
level – what was the modern level of C14 in the
atmosphere?

The C14 Production Rate was not
constant

• 12 year solar cycle variation - dates up
to 100 years out for single year
samples
• Longer x000 year cycles in the sun’s
radiation have been hypothesized
partly on C14 evidence
• Clear that carbon major volcanic
effects can dilute atmospheric C14
• Difference between the hemispheres –
greater ocean – to atmosphere carbon
exchange in the southern hemisphere
depletes C14 there. ~40 years effect on
dates
• Now know the past history of
atmospheric C14 from tree rings back
to 8000 BC and a bit further from lake
varves and lot further from ice cores.

Use for northern hemisphere terrestrial sample
correction – based on ten tree ring year samples

Corrected probability plots now routine
(calibration):

Still reservoir issues to address
• Hemisphere correction
• Marine samples – general and local
effects – marine curve?
• Mixed source samples e.g. a person
eating marine and terrestrial food?

One – off event 774 AD
Solar flare(?) caused a massive
increase in C14 generation
Equivalent to a 130 year shift
in carbon dates.

Measurement:

Disintegration Counting
• Proportional gas counting - CO₂
• Liquid scintillation - Benzene
Both require larger samples and are less
accurate as the time spent counting has to
be limited. Sample preparation is critical
(e.g. Radon exclusion). Background counts
limit accuracy at the old end.
Mass Spectroscopy (Tandem accelerators)
Counts the isotopes directly from the
sample in pure carbon form
Newer, more expensive, tiny samples can
be used, smaller background problem so
good for old samples.

NGS Gracefield tandem accelerator
being installed 1982

Garbage In Garbage Out

• Samples can be affected by non sample carbon e.g. root hairs, or organic components of
soils adsorbed onto charcoal
• Shells that have recrystallised (aragonite to calcite) may have taken in more modern
carbon in the process
• Unidentified charcoal – may be from a large tree and hence much older than the event of
its carbonisation (“in-built age”)
• Most submitters do pre-preparation and labs have protocols for treatment to address
some of these problems
• Accidental Contamination
o Very old samples are easily contaminated with modern carbon – it only needs a little
to affect the result massively.
o Recent samples can be contaminated with depleted carbon – such as in fossil carbon
derived chemicals but it takes quite a lot to affect the results

Wiggle Matching

If have a series of dates of known internal age relationship –
e.g. successive samples of tree rings from a log – can then
get a very accurate date by matching a best fit onto the
calibration curve.

From dating a carbonized log from beneath the
Kaharoa eruption ash we know the ash eruption was
within a few years of 1305 AD

Cross Creek
Midden

Bracken spores in
swamp profiles

NZ Maori ancestral arrival date

• So far only one site with an occupation layer older than
Kaharoa Ash – on the Coromandel - Cross Creek Midden
• Many 14th C sites
• Rat gnawed seeds – earliest stratigraphically is just below
the Kaharoa ash
• Oldest C14 dated rat gnawed seed – 1280AD
• Earlier carbon dating of Maori sites – a few as far back as
800AD but none of these have survived application of
“chronometric hygiene” - to their context, sample
material, integrity and dating methods.
• Did rats arrive with the first or with later settlers?
• Current thought (from human DNA variety), is there are
likely to have been many canoe arrivals, just as tradition
suggests
• Even if there were initial arrivals without rats it is still hard
to push the earliest much earlier than 1250AD

Rat gnawed miro endocarp
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